Writing and Marking Instruments - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Writing and Marking Instruments in US$ Thousand by the following Product Groups/Segments: Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, & Markers), and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, & Art Goods). The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East/Africa, and Latin America.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2015 through 2022. Also, a six-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research.

Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs. The report profiles 152 companies including many key and niche players such as -

Add Pens Private Ltd.
A.T. Cross Company
Crayola, LLC
Dollar Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Faber-Castell AG
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B. Market Analytics
Table 94: Russian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 95: Russian Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 96: Russian 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4g. REST OF EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Product Launch
Strategic Corporate Developments
B. Market Analytics
Table 97: Rest of European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 98: Rest of European Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 99: Rest of European 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
5. ASIA-PACIFIC

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

Overview

Distribution Channels for Writing Instruments

Table 100: Asia-Pacific Writing Instruments Market (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales by Distribution Channel

Stationers, Retailers, Department Stores, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

B. Market Analytics

Table 101: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Geographic Region

China, India, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 102: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Geographic Region

China, India, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 103: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Geographic Region

Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for China, India, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 104: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment

Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 105: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment

Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 106: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment

Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5a. CHINA

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

Overview

Continued Growth in Urbanization and Expanding Middle Class Population Sustain Demand for Writing Instruments

China

Also a Manufacturing Hub for Writing Instruments

Writing Instruments

An Export-Oriented Market

Shifting Focus on Quality, Product Innovations, and Regulatory Compliance

Pens

The Largest Product Segment

Wenzhou

The Chinese Pen-Manufacturing Capital

Wooden Pencils

A Leading Product Category

Distribution Channel Analysis

Table 107: Chinese Writing Instruments Market by Distribution Channel (2015): Value Sales Breakdown for Stationery/Office Supply Store, Hypermarket/ Supermarket, and Online Retailing (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

B. Market Analytics

Table 108: Chinese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment

Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding
Table 109: Chinese Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and
Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed
with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding
Graph/Chart)
Table 110: Chinese 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens,
Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods)
Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5b. INDIA
A. Market Analysis
   Current & Future Analysis
   Market Evolution Over the Years
   Growth Drivers
   Growth from Demographic Factors
   Increasing Literacy Rates
   Increased Per-Capita Disposable Income
   Government Expenditure on Education Sector
   Key Market Trends
   Branded Products Witness Surge in Demand
   Still a Price Sensitive Market
   Companies Looking up to Export Markets
   Indian Pen Market
   Competition
   Major Acquisitions and Investments
   Table 111: Indian Ball Pens Market (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales by Leading Brands
   (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 112: Indian Gel Pens Market (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales by Leading Brands
   (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 113: Indian Lead Pencils Market (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales by Leading Brands
   (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 114: Indian Mechanical Pencils Market (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales by Leading
   Brands (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Product Launches
   Strategic Corporate Developments
   Key Players
B. Market Analytics
   Table 115: Indian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product
   Group/Segment
   Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and
   Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed
   with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding
   Graph/Chart)
   Table 116: Indian Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
   Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and
   Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed
   with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding
   Graph/Chart)
   Table 117: Indian 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
   Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens,
   Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods)
   Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5c. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
   Current and Future Analysis
   Key Regional Markets
   Notable Trends
   Australia: Writing Instruments Market Witnesses Consistent Growth
   Malaysia: Competition Fuels Price War
   South Korea
Singapore
Taiwan: Slow Population Growth Affects Demand

B. Market Analytics
Table 118: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 119: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 120: Rest of Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. THE MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
South Africa
B. Market Analytics
Table 121: The Middle East/African Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 122: The Middle East/African Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 123: The Middle East/African 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics
Table 124: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Geographic Region
Brazil, and Rest of Latin American Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 125: Latin American Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Geographic Region
Brazil, and Rest of Latin American Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 126: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Brazil, and Rest of Latin American Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 127: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment
Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 128: Latin American Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 129: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7a. BRAZIL
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Overview
B. Market Analytics
Table 130: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 131: Brazilian Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 132: Brazilian 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7b. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Argentina: A Fragmented Market
Mexico: Young Population Drive Demand
B. Market Analytics
Table 133: Rest of Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 134: Rest of Latin American Historic Review for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 135: Rest of Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Writing & Marking Instruments by Product Group/Segment Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Pens/Markers (Ballpoint & Gel Pens, Roller Pens, Mechanical Pens, Fountain Pens, and Markers) and Pencils/Art Goods (Wood-cased Pencils, Mechanical Pencils, and Art Goods) Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE Total Companies Profiled: 152 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 165)
The United States (25)
- Japan (10)
- Europe (79)
  - France (7)
  - Germany (23)
  - The United Kingdom (14)
  - Italy (14)
  - Spain (5)
- Rest of Europe (16)
  Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (51)
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